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muh boi LeatherIceCream made this. 10/10 gud game best game.. I originally bought the game only because I wanted to support
the team who made antibirth but I found myself really enjoying the gameplay: the platforming, the difficulty (which PS is
insane) the secrets and especially the weapons. I would recommend this game to everyone who enjoys tough platforming and
tough gameplay once in awhile.. Quality game. +Buy Leather's video games. SQUADALA out of 10.. First Impression
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Gameplay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBLtDoRuVQw&feature=youtu.be I bought this game based on the steam
trailer and artwork. Glad I did, as I actually enjoy the game. You can tell this game borrows game play mechanics heavily from
the NES game: "Ghosts 'n Goblins." Even the name bears a resemblance. The art style is pretty cool (reminds me of the dupes
from "Oxygen Not Included) sound track is good, and the controls are responsive. I was able to use an Xbox controller on my
PC, so that's a plus as well. I did not encounter any glitches of any kind while playing. Game play is fairly simplistic; with your
main goal being to navigate across the levels and get to end, where you fight an end stage boss. As you fight across the levels,
there are various weapons which you can use: from throwing knives, to lobbing bombs, to melee spears. You start out wearing a
suit of armor, and when you get hit, the armor will break. Get hit again and you're dead. From what I can tell at this time, the
story is about a girl trying to save her lover from some type of ghoulish captor. Perhaps a reverse homage to Ghosts 'n Goblins
plot. Anyways, the game is pretty good. If you're a fan of the genre, then I absolutely believe it is worth $4.. boi gud gaem
100/99. boi gud gaem 100/99. It good +I like the gameplay +the bosses are fun +leather's artstyle is really sexy -The music can
get a little repetetive -The game sometimes crashes -The menu u2665u2665u2665u2665ing sucks -Leather removed me from
his friends list :( Overall, buy this! It's a nice way to kill few hours number/number this is mah shot. pros: - the gameplay is very
reminiscent of megaman, castlevania and such so i guess some people would enjoy that - the artstyle is simple and memorable
enough imo - the music varies from good to absolutely goddamn excellent, god bless mudeth - the game is pretty cheap and
definitely covers its price. i mean it's equivalent to like 2 kitkat bars(for me at least) and 2 kitkat bars definitely last way less
cons: - game gets sorta repetitive sometimes: there aren't really a lot of ground-breaking mechanics or whatever, especially later
in the game.. What the f is a 2008 flash game doing on steam in 2017?? And why is it priced??? Also the game was trash. I
played it for 10 minutes just so I could write a negative review.. A fun little Makaimura/Ghosts 'n Goblins clone, but with 'cheap
Flash graphics' and somewhat better mobility. If you enjoyed the early games in that series, and you have $4 $2 to spare, I'd say
give it a shot.
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